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Coulters in site preparation – why we promote them.
1. It is the most horsepower efficient way to cut through harvest debris.
2. Cuts along the line of travel to part debris, split stumps and :-

(a)   opens a path for a ripper tyne to subsoil without choking,
(b)   busts open the debris to allow a pinwheel to push it to the side.

 A sub soiling plough designed by Max Risely for me in 
1988 and still current, has a 1200 mm diameter coulter 

in front of a subsoiling ripper tyne.

It splits a stump like an axe into firewood so that the 
tyne passes through without pulling the stump out.

Still manufactured by Savannah in the USA, it  works 
because of the coulter.

This plough articulates when in the ground, but locks in 
a central position when raised.

Now we have the new generation 
coulter –  2400mm  in diameter.

Davec original trial Coulter

 Davec-inspired 
 mounted coulter with drag 
chains to open debris. Built 

by Nuland Contracting for their 
D85, working out of Hamilton, 

Victoria.

                  
                   

HQP contractor Chester Crossing’s modified conventional 
chopper. Softens the rollover when running over stumps.  
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Nuland Coulter Chopper

Set up to pull drag chain links 
to open up debris after the 

coulter. 
For impoverished site prep 
budgets, this machine can 

clear a place to plant a tree in 
one pass. 

‘Poverty Pack’ site prep but 
better than a plain chopper 

roller. At least the tree planter can see the 
ground!

           
A 2500 mm diameter coulter with about 8 tonne weight on it will cut through most 

harvest debris. A bit of speed makes it more effective.

Why the focus on a coulter?
Because it allows a pinwheel vee rake to economically moves debris 

clear of the planting site, creating a debris free planting bed

   
  

After coulter and vee rake, but with bedding 
plow raised to show how the debris is moved.
    Potential for 100% seedling survival                     Clean cultivated bed, 

.

The rolling, ground 
driven, pinwheel action 

requires less 
horsepower as it moves 
the debris away from the 

planting site.

Davec front mounted Vee Rake
The pinwheel stick rake was originally invented by Dave Wake, a farmer from Darke Peak in South 
Australia, in 1962. The pinwheel can push debris sideways very efficiently, so the coulter cuts the 

debris allowing it to be pushed out away from the centre line.



What are the advantages of having a clean cultivated bed?

* Possible to get 100% seedling survival, with the seedling roots growing out quickly into soft soil.

*  Fully cultivated beds will hold moisture for a longer period, enhancing the survival and 
establishment rates of planted seedlings.

* Already we have methods of putting fertiliser deep in the mound when ploughing with a centrecut 
plough, where it doesn’t get lost to the atmosphere or to weeds. Broadcasting fertiliser is wasteful.

* With a debris free bed, we have a mechanical tree planter design that will plant around 8000 
seedlings per day with just two operators. Every seedling at the right spacing and perfectly 
compacted, We are able to place fertiliser 150 mm below the seedling roots at planting time.

*  Even a Savannah plough, good as it is, can’t fully cultivate the soil if there is harvest debris. We 
aim to remove all the debris from the area to be ploughed and achieve full cultivation.

* If locked in to hand planting, it is easier for a manual tree planter to safely walk along the bed.

These benefits are only available if the bed or mound is debris free.
This can only be economically achieved by the coulter - vee rake system.

***********************************

There is a lot going on to improve site preparation practices.

Our aim is to achieve consistently high seedling survival rates at a lower cost.

Nuland Contracting
$250 per Ha in the   interow   using

 a powered vee blade. 

Bluegum plantation
just months after harvest.

1600 mm cleared strip with minimal soil movement

          Davec bed shaper. 
                                                                         The louvre bladed Davec bed shaper flattens the top 
of the bed, conditions rough cloddy mounds, and remarkably, exposes the tops of cut off stumps.

Better acceptance of pre emergent herbicide.

Hand tree planters have a flat surface to walk on and 
can see the stumps, saving the arm-jarring frustration of 

trying to plant into solid wood.
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The ‘DASH’ roller behind a centrecut plough 
cutting 1.8 metres for bluegum establishment, 

Hamilton Victoria, Second rotation site.
Requested by Darien Schultz, it forms a slightly 
indented surface on the bed, with a good coulter 

cut down the centre.
First pass with a small vee blade to remove light 

debris
A good chance of 100% survival.

Scott McWaters photo 

Davec Centrecut Model 273 Plough
 Close coupled to Skidder with arch hydraulics 

being used for the lift.
Beautifully balanced.

Davec VS6 Clip-on Vee shear
Set up for creating fire trails, but also 

works for clearing debris away in front of a 
rear mounted bedding plow.

This is Chester Crossing’s machine working for 
HQP in Queensland. Now available for outside 

work.
0418 858 051

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Historical Photo Trivia 1985  - Rod Genricks, 

Zululand, RSA,  with his own design vee shear for 
Komatsu D155.

Shearing 4th rotation, coppiced eucalypt stumps. 
Timber used as props in mine galleries up to 5000 

feet below the surface.


